
Young Trudeau 1919-1944: Son of Quebec,
Father of Canada
Pierre Elliot Trudeau was one of Canada's most influential Prime Ministers,
serving two terms in office from 1968 to 1979 and 1980 to 1984. His legacy
continues to shape Canadian politics and society today.
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But before he became a national icon, Trudeau was a young man growing
up in Quebec during the early 20th century. This comprehensive biography
explores his childhood, education, and experiences during World War II,
providing a fascinating glimpse into the making of a Canadian icon.

Childhood in Quebec

Pierre Elliot Trudeau was born in Montreal, Quebec, on October 18, 1919.
His father, Charles-Émile Trudeau, was a successful lawyer and politician,
and his mother, Grace Elliott, was the daughter of a wealthy Irish-Canadian
family.
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Trudeau grew up in a privileged environment, but he was also exposed to
the social and economic challenges facing Quebec at the time. The
province was struggling with poverty, unemployment, and political unrest,
and Trudeau's experiences during his childhood would shape his political
views later in life.

Education and Early Career

Trudeau attended Collège Jean-de-Brébeuf, a prestigious Jesuit school in
Montreal. He was a bright and curious student, and he excelled in his
studies. After graduating from high school, Trudeau enrolled at the
University of Montreal, where he studied law.

Trudeau was a brilliant student, and he quickly rose to the top of his class.
He graduated from law school in 1943, and he was immediately called to
the Quebec Bar.

After graduating from law school, Trudeau worked as a lawyer in Montreal.
He also became involved in politics, and he was elected to the Quebec
legislature in 1944.

World War II

Trudeau's political career was interrupted by World War II. In 1944, he
enlisted in the Royal Canadian Navy, and he served on a destroyer escort
in the North Atlantic.

Trudeau saw action in several battles, and he was awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross for his bravery. His experiences during the war
had a profound impact on him, and they helped to shape his views on the
world.



Return to Quebec and the Rise of the Quiet Revolution

After the war, Trudeau returned to Quebec and resumed his political career.
He was elected to the Quebec legislature again in 1948, and he quickly
became a leading figure in the Liberal Party.

In the 1960s, Quebec underwent a period of rapid social and economic
change known as the Quiet Revolution. Trudeau was one of the architects
of this revolution, and he played a key role in reforming Quebec's education
system, healthcare system, and social welfare programs.

Prime Minister of Canada

In 1968, Trudeau was elected Prime Minister of Canada. He was the first
French-Canadian to hold the position, and his election was a major turning
point in Canadian history.

Trudeau's time as Prime Minister was marked by both progress and
controversy. He introduced a number of important social and economic
reforms, including the Official Languages Act, which made English and
French the official languages of Canada.

However, Trudeau also faced a number of challenges during his time in
office, including the October Crisis of 1970, when the Front de libération du
Québec (FLQ) kidnapped and murdered Quebec's Labour Minister, Pierre
Laporte.

Despite these challenges, Trudeau remained a popular figure in Canadian
politics. He was re-elected in 1972 and again in 1974. He resigned as
Prime Minister in 1979, but he returned to office in 1980.



Trudeau retired from politics in 1984, but he continued to be a vocal
advocate for Canadian unity and social justice until his death in 2000.

Legacy

Pierre Elliot Trudeau was one of Canada's most influential Prime Ministers.
His legacy continues to shape Canadian politics and society today. He was
a visionary leader who helped to modernize Canada and make it a more
just and equitable society.

This comprehensive biography of Trudeau's early life and formative years
provides a fascinating glimpse into the making of a Canadian icon. It is a
must-read for anyone interested in Canadian history or politics.

Buy the Book

To Free Download a copy of "Young Trudeau 1919-1944: Son of Quebec,
Father of Canada," please visit our website or your local bookstore.
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